
100 Miglia Monviso regulation

version 3, 06/26/2021

*This regulation may be subject to changes. A periodic check of

the official regulations published on the website

www.100migliamonviso.eu is recommended

ART 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The Amleto Bertoni Foundation, in collaboration with the Municipality of Saluzzo, the Monviso Park,

the Unione Montana Valle Varaita, the Montana Union of the Municipalities of Monviso, the

Consortium of the Po montano Imbrifero Basin, the Bim del Varaita Consortium, the Running Valle

Varaita, Running Valle Infernotto, Athletics Saluzzo and the U.S. Sanfront, organizes for the days 19,

20 and 21 August 2022 the second edition of the running event called "Terres Monviso - Monviso

sports weekend", affiliated with F.I.D.A.L. (Fidal Piemonte approval: n.46 / mountain / 2022).

ART 2. EVENTS
The event, which offers a total of 3 events, will take place on 19, 20 and 21 August 2022 in a natural

environment in the territory of the Terre del Monviso. Each test takes place in a single stage, at free

speed, in limited time:

Friday 19 August 2022 - 100 Miglia Monviso - 160 km - 8500 meters of elevation gain - Saluzzo

Saturday 20 August 2022 - Monviso Trail - 25.5 km - 1900 meters of elevation gain - Crissolo

Sunday 21st August 2022 - Monviso Vertical - 6.5 km - 1000 meters of elevation gain - Pontechianale



SPECIFIC REGULATION – 100 MIGLIA DEL MONVISO

ART 3. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
For this distance, in addition to the obligation to be 20 years old (those born in 2002 and earlier are

admitted) and to be in possession of a regular medical certificate (see Article 5), it is strongly

recommended to:

- be aware of the length and specificity of the race and have adequate preparation;

- having participated and completed a mountain running race with a distance equal to or

greater than 80 km;

- have acquired, before the race, a real capacity for personal autonomy in the mountains to be

able to better manage the problems related to this type of test and in particular:

- knowing how to face alone, without help, climatic conditions that could become difficult

due to the altitude (night, wind, cold, fog, rain or snow);

- being able to manage, even if you are isolated, the physical or psychological problems due to

great fatigue, gastrointestinal problems, muscle or joint pain, small wounds ...

Participation in one of the events referred to in art. 2 implies the unreserved acceptance of this

regulation and the F.I.D.A.L. Inherent in Trail Running races (rule 252).

ART 4. SEMI AUTONOMY

The race is regulated by the principle of semi autonomy.

Semi-autonomy is defined as the ability of the member to proceed autonomously between a

refreshment point and another for what concerns his food and liquid needs, as well as the needs that

derive from environmental conditions or from unfavorable events such as problems physical or

fatigue. It is important that the athlete is autonomous in the race course, knowing that he can,

however, refer to several solid and liquid refreshment points and two Life Bases that will be

communicated in the RoadBook.



This principle implies that:

● it is mandatory to bring with you all the material, different from race to race, indicated in art.

8 of these Regulations;

● the refreshment points will be supplied with liquids and solids;

● it is forbidden to be accompanied on the course by a person who is not regularly registered.

In any case, private assistance will be possible within 50 meters of the refreshment areas (and in any

case within the areas determined by the organization), by a single person who must first identify

himself with the managers of the refreshment point.

The life base is the place where the athlete can find a bag left with the organization upon delivery of

the bib (to have their equipment in both bases it will be necessary to leave two bags). A hot meal,

cots to rest and medical staff will be available in the life base.

The bags deposited in the life bases can be collected at the village of Saluzzo starting from 9.00 on

Sunday.

ART 5. METHOD OF REGISTRATION / REFUNDS
REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATION ATHLETES REGISTERED IN ITALY

Based on the provisions of the "Rules for the organization of events" issued by FIDAL, athletes

registered in Italy can participate limited to people from 20 years onwards (born in 2002 and earlier)

in possession of one of the following requirements:

- Athletes registered for 2022 for clubs affiliated with FIDAL and in good standing with the

medical examination;

- Athletes registered with a Sports Promotion Body (Athletics Section), by presenting a valid

medical certificate of specific competitive fitness for athletics, which must be delivered to

the organizers;



- Athletes in possession of RUNCARD, MOUNTAIN AND TRAIL RUNCARD, (valid as sports

insurance and permission to compete), limited to people from 20 years (born in 2002 and

earlier). Participation is in any case subject to::

- a) upon presentation of a valid medical certificate of specific competitive fitness for

athletics, which must be shown to the organizers in original and kept, in copy, in the

records of the organizing company of each event. The medical certificate for

non-resident foreigners can be issued in one's own country, but the same tests

required by Italian law must have been carried out: medical examination; complete

urinalysis; electrocardiogram at rest and after exertion; spirography;

- b) verification by the organizer of the validity of a medical certificate of specific

competitive fitness for athletics through the Runcard database.

- c) verification by the organizer of the validity of a medical certificate of specific

competitive fitness for athletics through the app downloaded on any electronic

medium.

PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ATHLETES NOT REGISTERED IN ITALY

talian / foreign athletes not registered in Italy can participate, limited to people from 20 years

onwards (born in 2002 and earlier) in possession of one of the following requirements:

- Athletes with club card affiliated to Foreign Athletics Federations recognized by the WA.

Upon registration, they must alternatively present the self-certification of possession of the

card recognized by the WA. The self-certification will then, in any case, be signed in original

upon collection of the bib;

- Athletes in possession of RUNCARD, MOUNTAIN AND TRAIL RUNCARD, (valid as sports

insurance and permission to compete), limited to people aged 20 and over (born in 2002 and

earlier). Participation is in any case subject to:

- a) upon presentation of a valid medical certificate of specific competitive

fitness for athletics, which must be shown to the organizers in original and



kept, in copy, in the records of the organizing company of each event. The

medical certificate for non-resident foreigners can be issued in one's own

country, but the same tests required by Italian law must have been carried

out: medical examination; complete urinalysis; electrocardiogram at rest and

after exertion; spirography.

- b) verification by the organizer of the validity of a medical certificate of

specific competitive fitness for athletics through the Runcard database.

- c) verification by the organizer of the validity of a medical certificate of

specific competitive fitness for athletics through the app downloaded on any

electronic medium.

Registration must be done online through the WEDOSPORT service by filling out the appropriate

form in its entirety through the payment instruments provided by it.

Participation in the 100 Miglia del Monviso race is limited to 300 athletes.

In case of non-performance of the event for reasons not related to the Organization, it will be the

responsibility of the same to proceed with a partial and not total reimbursement of the registration.

- Cancellation by April 15, 2022 - Return of 70% of the registration

- Cancellation by May 30, 2022 - Return of 50% of the registration

- Cancellation after May 30, 2022 - The organization reserves the right to decide the

reimbursement fee based on the expenses already incurred

The organization reserves the right to propose automatic registration for the 2023 event.

In any case, it will not be possible to refund bank or Wedosport platform fees.

Registration is personal and definitive, bib numbers and / or name changes are not allowed.



Registration implies acceptance of these Regulations and safety communications published on the

site or communicated during the briefing before departure.

No distance changes will be possible in any way.

ART. 6 REGISTRATION FEES

The Amleto Bertoni Foundation - Instrumental Body of the Municipality of Saluzzo is a non-profit

organization; the registration fees to be paid by the athletes must be understood as individual

contributions from the competitors to cover organizational costs.

The registration fees for the year 2022 are as follows:

● Start offer from 23/12/2021 to 06/01/2022 - 120 €
● Standard registration from 07/01/2022 to 31/05/2022 - 140 €
● From 01/06/2022 - 160 €
● Pacer fee (see art. 20) - 25 €

* registrations including mandatory tracker rental

Registrations will close on Sunday 07/08/2022.

ART 7. BIB WITHDRAWAL
Each bib will be delivered individually to each competitor upon presentation of:

● Identification document with photo

● Copy of valid medical certificate (if not already uploaded / sent)

It will not be possible to collect bibs by proxy.

The bib must always be visible for the entire duration of the race. It must therefore be placed over all

clothing and in no case fixed on the bag or on a leg (this also to facilitate checks on the course

without being stopped). Sponsors must not be modified or hidden.



ART 8. MATERIAL
The material indicated must be integrated according to individual needs.

Note: based on the weather forecast, it will be possible to change the mandatory material that will

be communicated to the athletes by means of the e-mail address indicated during registration.

Mandatory equipment:

- basic trail running clothing suitable for temperatures;

- gloves, hat or bandana or buff;

- trousers + socks that cover the whole leg;

- backpack;

- mobile phone with coverage for Italy and France with the Organization's emergency
numbers entered; keep the phone always on, do not mask the number and start with the
battery charged and the phone in low consumption mode to ensure battery life throughout
the race - the personal phone number must be communicated to the organization;

- personal glass of 15 cl minimum (bottles and camel bags excluded);

- water bottles or Camel Bags with a water reserve of at least 1 liter;

- headlamp working with spare battery (s);

- Thermal blanket (min 1.4m x 2m);

- Whistle;

- waterproof jacket with hood (Goretex type rainproof or similar and breathable, welded
seams, no exposed or non-waterproof parts).



Recommended equipment:

- poles (can not be used in some sections of the route specified in the roadbook)

- waterproof overtrousers;

- additional warm long sleeve layer + light windproof with sleeves;

- Waterproof gloves or overgloves (latex gloves are accepted);

- Spare clothing;

- Food supplies.

ART 9. DEPARTURES / TIMES
The start of the race will be at 9 pm on Friday 19 August 2022 in Saluzzo.

Each athlete is required, in the days preceding the event, to check the mailbox, entered during the

registration phase, at least once a day.

ART 10. ROUTE
The route develops mainly on dirt paths, dirt roads. Competitors must strictly respect the race

course, marked with signs, red tape, flags and, for the night part, reflective strips, as well as the GPX

track. The removal from the official track, in addition to resulting in disqualification from the order of

arrival, will take place at the sole risk and peril of the competitor.

ART 11. ENVIRONMENT
Competitors must behave respectfully for the environment. The event takes place within a Regional

Park and, for a while, within an integral reserve. Anyone surprised to abandon waste along the route

will be disqualified from the race and will incur any penalties provided for by municipal regulations.

ART 12. WEATHER
In the event of important weather phenomena (strong storms, fog, etc.), the organization reserves

the right to make changes to the route even at the last minute in order to eliminate any dangers or



conditions of severe discomfort for the participants. Any changes will be communicated to the

participants and reported by the staff.

The METEO MONVISO system will be active for athletes, which can be consulted for approaching the

race.

ART 13. SAFETY, INSURANCE, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Organization staff will be present on the route and various rescue points will be set up connected by

radio or telephone with the race direction which will be based in Piazza Cavour in Saluzzo; at the

base of Saluzzo and on the route there will be ambulances, civil protection and a team of doctors

throughout the duration of the races.

Any runner injured or in difficulty can call for help:

- showing up at a refreshment point or life base

- asking another runner to call for help

- by calling the organization

Each runner, in the event that he detects the presence of people in difficulty, must promptly call the

emergency number stamped on the bib and notify the emergency services.

The emergency numbers active during the event will be as follows: 3469499587, 3458122714,

3498357091.

If for some reason the organization number is not reachable, call 112.

The environmental and running conditions can make rescue wait longer than an athlete expects.

The safety of the athlete, in the waiting time, will depend on his correct behavior and on the quality

of the material worn or available in the backpack.



A competitor who requests the intervention of the rescue or a doctor submits to their authority and

accepts their decisions.

A competitor who needs medical treatment such as drips or injections will be automatically excluded

from the continuation of the race.

The race direction, on the recommendation of the rescue personnel, may at its sole discretion:

● Exclude from the race any participant considered unable to continue safely

● Evacuating a participant by any method is considered in danger

● Hospitalize each participant if deemed necessary by the physician

All competitors must remain on the marked trails. The competitor who voluntarily departs from the

marked trails is no longer subject to the responsibility of the Organization.

Each competitor is advised to have their own accident insurance for the duration of the competition.

The costs of any evacuations by technical means: helicopter / air ambulance / mountain rescue etc ...

are borne by the participant. The participant can later make a claim against his own insurance.

Participation in the test takes place, in any case, under the full responsibility of the individual

competitors, who, with their registration, renounce any recourse and / or action against the

organizers and the organization in the event of death and / or damage deriving from himself, others

or things as well as in the event of further consequences that arise following the tender.

ART 14. CONTROL AND SUPPLY POINTS
Surprise checkpoints will be set up along the route, where organization staff will monitor the passage

of athletes. The passage of the athletes will also be checked at the individual refueling points. Only

athletes with clearly visible bibs will be allowed access to the refreshment points.

Each athlete will be provided with a Road Book containing the details of the course including the

location of the refreshment points and the life bases.



In each refreshment point there will be solids and liquids, water and salts.

The compulsory material can be checked at checkpoints or by surprise along the route or at the end

of the race.

ART 15. MAXIMUM TIME AND TIME GATES

The maximum time to complete the tests is set at 42 hours.

The time gates are as follows: 17 hours Crissolo (km 61), 21 hours Buco di Viso (km 71.5), 30 hours

Sampeyre (km 107), 38 hours Brossasco (km 133).

Any competitor who fails to keep up with the end-of-race service (broom) will be accompanied to the

first refreshment point and here excluded from the competition.

ART 16. CHANGES TO THE COURSE, TIMETABLES, CANCELLATION OF THE RACE

The organization reserves the right to change the route and location of the rescue and refreshment

posts at any time. In the event of adverse weather conditions (for example dense fog, snow, heavy

storms, etc.) and such as to jeopardize the safety of the competitors, the organization may, at its sole

discretion, postpone or cancel the start and / or modify and / o reduce the routes and / or modify

the barriers and / or stop the race at any point on the track. The suspension or cancellation of the

race will not entitle the competitors to any refund of the registration fee.

ART 17. WITHDRAWALS

Except in case of force majeure, the competitor must abandon the race only at a checkpoint. He

must therefore notify the authorized person, who invalidates the bib. The runner must keep his

canceled bib.

To be able to return to Saluzzo, runners who have abandoned the race at the retreat points will find

the means of the organization.



ART 18. RACE PACKAGE

Each athlete will be given, upon collection of the bib, a race pack containing technical and food

products.

ART 19. AWARDS
The first 5 men and the first 5 women who will complete each competition will be awarded.

The awards will be held in Saluzzo on Sunday 21 August 2022 from 3.00 pm.

ART 20. PACER

A "Pacer" is defined as a competitor regularly registered in the event who offers his duties as an

athlete's companion for a section of the race course;

A competitor may be accompanied by a Pacer only and exclusively from the Sampeyre Life Base (km

107) onwards, up to the finish line;

The Pacer must regularly register as such, paying the relevant fee. The same registration rules apply

as for a competitor to the 100 Miglia Monviso, therefore being in possession of a regular medical

certificate, being of age, having a membership in Fidal, EPS or Runcard, etc. The Pacer will be in

possession of a regular bib, differentiated and clearly distinguishable from the others, and matched

to the bib of the competing athlete;

A Pacer will absolutely not be able to bring food, water, clothing, material of any kind on behalf of

the accompanied athlete. He will be able to precede or follow the latter on the path but without

providing any kind of mechanical or physical assistance.

A Pacer will not be able to proceed alone on the race course but only and always together with his

athlete. If the latter withdraws, the Pacer can proceed only and exclusively in the event that another

athlete requests to be accompanied from that point forward.



Only one Pacer is allowed for each competitor, you cannot be accompanied by more than one Pacer.

Pacers are entitled to refreshments just like other athletes. They can also help the accompanied

athlete in refilling water bottles or refueling food, but these operations must not speed up the

athlete's refueling process (example: the Pacer and the athlete must enter and exit the refreshment

area together, it is not allowed for the Pacer to enter first to prepare the refreshment or exit after to

complete the operations);

The Pacer will not be included in any ranking;

The Pacer has a very important role for the accompanied athlete, a purely psychological and moral

support role. Each Pacer must read the "Pacer Manual", directly from the race site and sent by email

to anyone who signs up as such.

ART 21. ROUTE SIGNALING
To be visible at night, the signs will be equipped with reflective material that reflects the light of the

front. To respect the environment, removable signs will be used consisting of ribbons, arrows and

ecological paint that disappears within a few days. It is mandatory (under penalty of disqualification)

to follow only the marked trails, without shortcuts to avoid the erosion of the sites.

ART 22. MEALS
At the end of the competition, an additional refreshment will be provided which will be guaranteed

until the arrival of the last competitor.

ART 23. DECLARATION OF LIABILITY
Participation takes place under the full responsibility of the competitors who, by registering,

exonerate the organizers from any liability, both civil and criminal, for damage to persons and / or

property caused by him or derived from him. and of further consequences that arise after the race.

At the time of online registration, in order to complete the registration, the runner signs a release of

liability.



Participants undertake to respect the rules provided for by the Highway Code Legislative Decree 30

April 1992, n.285 and subsequent amendments and additions and the FIDAL regulation.

ART 24. IMAGE RIGHTS
By completing the registration:

Competitors authorize the organization to use free, without territorial and time limits, still and

moving images that portray them during participation in the event.

Each competitor expressly renounces to make use of the rights to the image during the test as well

as to any recourse and / or action, in any location, against the organization, its members and its

authorized partners, for the use made of its image.

ART 25. PENALTIES
An athlete may, at the sole discretion of the competition management, be disqualified if even one of

the following situations occurs:

● Cutting of the marked route, or failure to pass a control point;

● Lack of required mandatory material;

● Abandonment of any type of waste on the route, outside the refueling areas;

● Insults or threats to organizers or volunteers;

● Use of means of transport in the race;

● Failure to help a competitor in difficulty.

Any complaints may be presented to the Organization in accordance with the provisions of article 13

of the ACTIVITY RULES 2022 of the race by 6.00 pm on Sunday 21 August 2022 with a deposit of €



50.00 (in cash and not refundable if the complaint is not accepted ). In tune with the trail spirit,

however, complete fairness on the part of the athletes is hoped for.

ART 26. CONTACTS

For further information contact Vallome Luigi (3458122714 - info@100migliamonviso.eu) or

Dellacroce Alberto (3498357091 - Comunicazione@100migliamonviso.eu).

Reference company: Pod Valle Varaita - CN007



Informativa sul trattamento dei dati personali

Ai sensi degli artt. 13 e 14 del Regolamento UE 2016/679 del 27/04/2016, di seguito denominato
come GDPR, La informiamo in merito a quanto segue: TITOLARE DEL TRATTAMENTO E
CONTITOLARI DEL TRATTAMENTO Il titolare del trattamento è Fondazione Amleto Bertoni- Città di
Saluzzo, con sede legale in Saluzzo (CN), Piazza Montebello 1, P.IVA 02681150047, tel. 0175 43527,
e-mail info@fondazionebertoni.it.
La Fondazione Amleto Bertoni ha proceduto a nominare un responsabile della protezione dei dati
(DPO) può essere contattato all’indirizzo email dpo@aesseservizi.eu o al numero di telefono 0171
451725 o scrivendo a “AMBIENTE SICURO SERVIZI Società Cooperativa, Responsabile protezione
dei dati, in Via Cascina Colombaro 56 12100 CUNEO”.
ASD Atletica Saluzzo e ASD Podistica Valle Varaita sono contitolari del trattamento ai sensi dell’art.
26 del GDPR.
FINALITÀ DEL TRATTAMENTO E CONSEGUENZE DI UN EVENTUALE RIFIUTO DI FORNIRE I
DATI PERSONALI
I dati personali verranno trattati esclusivamente per consentire la sua iscrizione e la verifica del
possesso dei requisiti necessari per partecipare alla 100 Miglia Monviso 2022. In particolare verranno
raccolti i seguenti dati personali: COGNOME, NOME, N° RUNCARD, INDIRIZZO MAIL, IMPORTO
PAGATO, CERTIFICATO MEDICO. I dati di natura particolare, concernenti lo stato di salute, contenuti
nel certificato medico verranno trattati al fine della verifica della sua idoneità alla partecipazione alla
competizione. Il trattamento dei dati personali per le finalità di cui sopra non richiede il Suo consenso
espresso (art. 6 lett. b) e e) del GDPR). Il Suo eventuale rifiuto, anche parziale, di fornire i dati
personali richiesti comporta l’impossibilità per il titolare del trattamento di instaurare e gestire il
rapporto stesso e/o di fornire il servizio richiesto. Nell’ambito dell’evento è possibile che vengano
realizzate riprese di immagini, audio e/ o video, per scopi divulgativi o di comunicazione istituzionale.
In questo caso non è richiesto il suo consenso esplicito, in quanto tali attività possono essere
assimilate ai trattamenti temporanei finalizzati alla pubblicazione occasionale di articoli, saggi ed altre
manifestazioni del pensiero. In tal caso, alle stesse si applicano le disposizioni sull´attività
giornalistica, fermi restando, comunque, i limiti al diritto di cronaca posti a tutela della riservatezza,
nonché l´osservanza del codice deontologico per l´attività giornalistica ed il diritto dell’interessato di
opporsi, per motivi legittimi, alla sua diffusione.



MODALITÀ DI TRATTAMENTO DEI DATI
Il trattamento dei dati personali è realizzato per mezzo di strumenti elettronici o comunque
automatizzati, nel rispetto della normativa vigente in particolare in materia di riservatezza e sicurezza
e in conformità ai principi di correttezza, liceità e trasparenza e tutela dei diritti degli interessati. Il
trattamento è svolto direttamente dall’organizzazione del titolare, dei contitolari, dei loro responsabili
e/o soggetti designati. Se non si è iscritto attraverso uno dei punti vendita convenzionati, i suoi dati ci
sono stati comunicati dall’associazione sportiva presso cui si è iscritto o dalla FIDAL, se ha scelto di
iscriversi online.
COMUNICAZIONE E DIFFUSIONE
I Suoi dati personali potranno essere comunicati, nei limiti strettamente pertinenti agli obblighi, ai
compiti ed alle finalità di cui sopra e nel rispetto della normativa vigente in materia, alle seguenti
categorie di soggetti: • Soggetti a cui tale comunicazione deve essere effettuata al fine di adempiere o
per esigere l’adempimento di specifici obblighi previsti da leggi, da regolamenti e/o dalla normativa
comunitaria; I dati personali non saranno in alcun modo oggetto di diffusione.
PERIODO DI CONSERVAZIONE DEI DATI PERSONALI
I dati personali saranno conservati fino al raggiungimento della finalità perseguita. Una copia del
certificato medico verrà conservato a cura dell’ASD Atletica Saluzzo per 5 anni, ai sensi dell’art.5 del
DM 18/02/1982.
TRASFERIMENTO DEI DATI
I dati personali sono conservati su server ubicati all’interno dell’Unione Europea.
DIRITTI DELL’INTERESSATO
Nella Sua qualità di interessato, ha i diritti di cui agli artt. 15 e ss. del GDPR e precisamente i diritti di:
1. Ottenere dal titolare del trattamento la conferma che sia o meno in corso un trattamento di dati
personali che lo riguardano e in tal caso, di ottenere l’accesso ai dati personali e alle seguenti
informazioni: a. le finalità del trattamento; b. le categorie di dati personali in questione; c. i destinatari
o le categorie di destinatari a cui i dati personali sono stati o saranno comunicati, in particolare se
destinatari di paesi terzi o organizzazioni internazionali; d. quando possibile, il periodo di
conservazione dei dati personali previsto oppure, se non è possibile, i criteri utilizzati per determinare
tale periodo; e. l’esistenza del diritto dell’interessato di chiedere al titolare del trattamento la rettifica o
la cancellazione dei dati personali o la limitazione del trattamento dei dati personali che lo riguardano
o di opporsi al loro trattamento; f. il diritto di proporre reclamo a un’autorità di controllo; g. qualora i



dati non siano raccolti presso l’interessato, tutte le informazioni disponibili sulla loro origine; h.
l’esistenza di un processo decisionale automatizzato, compresa la profilazione di cui all’articolo 22,
paragrafi 1 e 4, e, almeno in tali casi, informazioni significative sulla logica utilizzata, nonché
l’importanza e le conseguenze previste di tale trattamento per l’interessato. 2. Essere informato
dell’esistenza di garanzie adeguate ai sensi dell’articolo 46 relative al trasferimento, qualora i dati
personali siano trasferiti a un paese terzo o a un’organizzazione internazionale; 3. Ricevere su
richiesta una copia dei dati personali oggetto di trattamento da parte del titolare del trattamento. In
caso di ulteriori copie richieste dall’interessato, il titolare del trattamento può addebitare un contributo
spese ragionevole basato sui costi amministrativi. Se l’interessato presenta la richiesta mediante
mezzi elettronici, e salvo indicazione diversa dell’interessato, le informazioni sono fornite in un
formato elettronico di uso comune. Tale diritto non deve ledere i diritti e le libertà altrui. Per l’esercizio
dei diritti o per domande o informazioni in ordine al trattamento dei Suoi dati ed alle misure di
sicurezza adottate, potrà scrivere a stampa@fondazionebertoni.it

Saluzzo, lì 4.02.2021
Il Titolare del trattamento Il Presidente della Fondazione A. Bertoni – Città di Saluzzo


